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Scanning did not show up this letter. Verbiage will be type in at the end.

Mailed 5/13/77 by Barr Musser
Dear Ultra Club Member:
As you opened this letter weren’t you surprised? YES! That is the cover page for our new Ultra Coach
Manual. Doesn’t it look GREAT? I IS gradually becoming a reality.

Most of us coach owners have desperately needed this manual for years. In fact, I talked to one owner
who said he had made a phone call from a distant 3500 miles and got the part numbers he needed. Even
including the cost of the call he felt that he had saved more than the price of the manual.
Three years ago I first heard of a service manual being considered and a lot of effort was made by our
then President Mechem. However, so many obstacles were encountered and the realization of the magnitude
and complexity of the job, he was unable to proceed with it.
Then at the 1976 January Rally the Board of Directors felt the urgency of getting something done….the
coaches are aging, needing parts and repairs…..then requiring correct part numbers and “how to do the job”
instructions.
We are lucky to have as a club member a man who has had years of experience in writing maintenance
manuals and working the mechanics of the jobs as well. He wrote manuals for Consairway Airlines, The flying
Tiger Line, Pacific Overseas Airlines, to mention a few, and also coordinated with the Air Transport Command
of the USAF during the war. He also has had an automotive and aircraft business of his own. In writing these
manuals he wife did most of the initial typing and much of the research and manual set-ups. You know
them…….Len & Edy Ryerson. What a team! They are truly hard working and dedicated to being as accurate
and precise as research and knowledge permit. You’ll love them!
When this man was discovered and approached about writing this manual…he did hesitate (he is trying
to relax in his retirement!) but realizing the urgent need of his fellow travelers he accepted…..if he could get
Edy to help…..Like lambs going to slaughter, they said OK. He didn’t, then realize, I am sure, that the
information previously issued, or offered from one source or another, was so muddled, incorrect or lacking in
the data that would show various changes in construction of different areas in the coaches and at what number
thest changes occurred. These changes involved obsolete parts, suppliers long gone, and each small group of
coaches were assembled with parts from Corvair, Chevy II, Nova, Corvette and even some parts from Fort. The
use of many of these assemblies were questionable for Coach construction and have been combined with Ultra
Manufacturing parts which had no part numbers recorded or even existing.
How is an owner or his mechanic to service these vehicles? No regular GM Service Manual will guide
the mechanic…it’s just not there… doesn’t conform to anything. Of course, we aren’t talking about engine
overhaul…that you can get from Chevrolet Service. A manual could save you hundreds of dollars by preventing
the unfamiliar mechanic from experimenting, researching, etc. hours upon end.
DON’T LET ME SCARE YOU! I believe we have one of the finest vehicle made and it is most
economical on the road….nowadays that is important! BUT….it is unique…….Right?
So…..we need a manual. A Service Manual with correct part numbers (eliminating obsolete numbers for
those that can be purchased today), detailed drawings showing Ultra construction, step by step instructions to
repair, modify or overhaul Ultra configurations, electrical drawings, wiring diagrams, etc. etc…..a place to go to
help us solve problems no matter where we may have a breakdown or what we may want to do to our own
unique vehicle. The manual NOW in preparation has all of this and more.
I was ay len Ryerson’s home. He showed what he has researched, organized and compiled so far. I was
dumbfounded. I hadn’t realized what was being done in such understandable detail and how much had yet to be
done….nor the extent of time and effort involved. Later in our conversation I mentioned a particular problem I
had….he excused himself and returned in a few minutes amazing me with a list of needed parts with procurable
part numbers, substitute part numbers and even some suppliers and their addresses.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Now briefly, here is some of what you will see in the manual:
Cover…..showing the Sections by nu7mber
Table of contents….for each Section
Drawings, sketches, diagrams, pictures….wherever possible near the written material for easy
reference and understanding.
Part Numbers, Descriptions, GM Part numbers (with the Group No.) where possible
a. Substitute or alternate (other manufacture) Part numbers
b. Reference numbers to drawings….showing where part is used
Throughout manual problems, weaknesses, breakdowns, etc. will be discussed along with fixes,
repairs and/or modifications as are known at time of writing. The main object, of course, is

6.

7.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE to urge owners to act before a breakdown or a serious
accident.
Because of the many changes made during manufacture, there are many gaps in information and
probable errors as well. One might be a critic and say, “That isn’t like my coach”….Len needs to
know this and eventually incorporate these differences on a separate page, in the proper section. A
Format has been created to make any insertion in your manual as easy as possible.
A list of possible suppliers, garages, service organizations. These have been “Owner Suggestions”
only.

Knowing that many of you have not had the opportunity to meet Len & Edy nor to see what he has done, we
have printed this letter on pages taken from the manual to give you an inkling of what you will receive for your
money. There is no way I can give you a complete and thorough description but I know you won’t be
disappointed.
Ultra Owners are being asked to send Len $50.00 (and many have done so, but not enough so far) as a
deposit to reserve a space on the list of purchasers. All monies are in a trust fund at a local bank and if there are
not enough interested to get the manual (of approximately 500 pages) printed, your money will be refunded in
full.
There will be ONE printing, so only those on the “paid list” will be able to secure one. It will be a
copyrighted issue and thus will be valuable to you and an asset in the event of selling. However, we must have
enough interested persons NOW to warrant continuing work on the manual and the eventual printing of it. Up to
this time Len and Edy have totally supported this project.
REPLY NOW………SEND YOUR $50.00 - - - ADVISE NON-CLUB MEMBERS if you know any.
Let’s don’t let this manual go! If we do, our coaches will probably fade away one by one, just like the old
soldiers! I want one and I am sure you do too!! The manual (printed on 8 ! x 11 60 lb paper) will be punched
ready to insert in your three ring binder. We are hoping $50.00 will cover the total cost except for the packaging
and shipping costs. If the response is adequate and quickly attainable, Len and Edy said they will spend most of
their time to complete it and attempt to have it ready for delivery by late spring of 1978. However, they MUST
have your confidence and cooperation. Write your check NOW! Send to Len Ryerson, 18628 Rayen St.,
Northridge, CA 91324.
Sincerely yours, Barr Musser, President, Ultra Coach Clubs, Inc.,Coach #163

